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Abstract

A new approach is presented in the formulation of removal -

-diffusion theory. The "removal cross-section" is redefined and the

slowing-down between the multigroup diffusion equations is treated

with a complete energy transfer matrix rather than in an age theory

approximation. The method, based on the new approach^ contains

an adjustable parameter. Examples of neutron spectra and thermal

flux penetrations are given in a number of differing shield configura-

tions and the results compare favorably with experiments and Mo-

ments Method calculations.
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1. Background

It is well recognized that the diffusion approximation of the

Boltzmann. transport equation provides considerable advantages in

the numerical work required to solve neutron transport problems.

An implicit assumption of diffusion theory is, however, that the

Legendre modes of the angular flux of order higher than one can be

neglected. Such an approximation is not justified in shielding prob-

lems, where the flux at deep penetrations is made up of neutrons

which have undergone strongly forward-peaked collisions and thus

contains many high-order Legendre components. An attempt to im-

prove the diffusion approximation for such problems is made by the

introduction of the "removal-diffusion" method which is a combina-

tion of diffusion theory with a separate treatment of the high-order

flux components. The most extensively used model of the physical

situation is built on the assumption that the high-order flux terms

can be represented collectively by a virgin flux, attenuated by a

cross-section somewhat smaller than the total cross -section. This

"uncollided" flux is called the removal flux and the attenuating cross-

- section is the removal cross-section. The numerical calculation of

the removal flux may be carried out in an energy-dependent fashion

by dividing the fission source spectrum into energy groups or points.

The ways of introducing the removal flux into diffusion theory vary.

The simplest approach is to calculate the total collision density,

corresponding to the removal flux, assign a typical energy to the

neutrons coming out of collisions (say 2 MeV), and insert this source

into the highest-energy group in a series of multigroup diffusion equa-

tions [l, 2, 3] . The great virtue of this model is its simplicity. The

drawbacks are the facts that the removal cross-section has to be de-

termined largely on an empirical basis and that the coupling of the

removal flux into the diffusion equations is too rough to permit a good

fast neutron spectrum to be obtained.

The theory that we shall present here profits from the experi-

ence obtained when using the older methods, but this approach con-

tains a new development of the.removal technique. We hope that the

development of the new formalism, as compared to the earlier ones,

will shed some light on the physics behind the "removal-diffusion"

techniques.
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2. Description of the method

We start this outline at the fission process and discreticize the

continuous energy spectrum of the neutrons released in fission to an

array of <5-functions distributed systematically over the energy inter-

val containing fission neutrons. (A finite-width energy band structure

may also be conceived. ) The density of "spikes" is considered suffici-

ently large for accurate representation of the fission spectrum.

The flux of neutrons having suffered no collision or only strong-

ly forward-directed collisions, for historical reasons hereafter refer-

red to as the removal flux, denoted f (f, E.), may be calculated by in-

tegration of an uncollided kernel K.(r, ?') over the core volume with a

properly defined removal cross-section £ (E.). E. are the fission
•r -f J rem v a/ x

spectrum discretization points. Let us set the number of fission neu-

trons released per unit volume equal to q(r', E.). Then

*(?,E.)= /K.(r,r')q(r\ E.)dr' (1)

core
volume

where

r r.
K(r,r ' )= " 1 | r - r " rem'

47TJr - r1

for the homogeneous case, the generalization to the heterogenous case

being trivial. In doing this, we rely on the postulate that the neutrons

which have suffered small-angle deviations encounter a Z at the
5 rem

energy at which they were released.
We define £, (E.) by the relationremv i' 7

1

/
-1

where w(tt) is a weight function. Strictly speaking, the weight function

should also be dependent upon position and energy. It should be defined

as the function which produces the correct sum of the contributions to

the scalar flux from the higher-order (1 > 1} modes of a break-up of the
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solution of the Boltzmarm equation into spherical harmonics (disre-

garded in the diffusion equation) obtained by integration of eq. (2).

We rely on the experience gained from earlier removal methods

when assuming that the weight function is independent of position

and energy. A mathematical justification of this assumption can be

obtained only by comparison with results obtained from rigorous

transport theory. We have chosen to set W(/A) = -I •.' o . The

parameter û is the cosine of an angle, in the center-of-mass

system of reference, defining a cone into which the virgin neu-

trons may be scattered without losing their character of being

(virtually) unscattered. To maintain the physical meaning of the

energy points E., it is desirable that the energy degradation coup-

led to the deviation u. is not stronger than, that the neutrons are

kept above the next lower energy point E. , , The strongest energy

degradation is, of course, obtained with a hydrogen moderator,
E

having the scattering law ju. - 2-j=rr- 1 (/* is the center-of-mass co-

sine), This gives the condition

The constant ju will be the only adjustable parameter of our

formalism.

The criterion for validity of our model is equivalent to the

question whether it is possible to obtain correct results, i. e. neu-

tron spectra and thermal fluxes. The fact that this was indeed possib-

le, gives justification to our model. An interpretation of u, in terms

of rigorous transport theory would strengthen our arguments; this

has not yet been possible but some effort is being devoted to this end.

The optimum value of the constant y. in the search was 0. 6 (see be-

low). With the energy point structure (E.) used in our removal flux

calculation, the value of E. , ,/E. was constant and equal to 0. 794 (cf.

eq. (4)). This means that, to take the extreme case, a neutron as-

signed to the energy point E. might actually have an energy that has

In an earlier description [14] of this method u. has erroneously

been said to be the laboratory angle.
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decreased to 0. 8 • E. by a collision with hydrogen. This choice of

parameters does not inflict the inequality (4).

To throw light on the effect of removal "energy overlap" we

modified our energy point representation to a smoothed-out multigroup

structure (in which case the effect of "energy overlap" should be more

obvious than before). To simplify our notation we define a group averag-

ing operator jtyry

J Y(E)f(E)dE

J y(E)dE

where T(E) is a first guess of the shape of the removal flux within the

group G (E~ •, > E^). This "removal spectrum" can be assumed to be

rather unchanged within an energy group throughout the shield, and con-

sequently the fission spectrum should be an acceptable guess. We ave-

rage eq. (3) over the group G:

The removal fluxes are fitted as sottrce terms into a multigroup

diffusion scheme by the operation

S = C * $ (7)

where | is a removal flux vector, the elements of which are the energy

point or group values of the integral of K.(r, ?') over the source volume.

S is a vector of removal source terms in the diffusion equations and C

a conversion matrix. The matrix elements give the number of neutrons

that are transferred from removal group i to diffusion group g by elas-

tic and inelastic collisions per unit length

S g - i

c. = J £ , |E ,/LlE)|dE+ J L. E.,E)dE (8a)

g g
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In the smoothed-out version the matrix elements are defined by

cn = 4 , -c (E) (8b)

where

E 1 E 1

cg(E) = fg~ LQl [ E ^ E . E>)]dEJ + Jg~ Lin(E, E')dE' (8c)
E E

g g

The difference in final results between the two methods, represented

by eqs. (3), (8a) and eqs. (6), (8b), (8c), respectively, was small or

none and hence the effect of removal energy overlap is negligible. The

general expressions appearing in eqs. (8a) and (8c) contain elastic

scattering angular distributions and inelastic scattering energy distri-

butions. The physical meaning of equations (7) and (8a, b, c) is that we

calculate the number of neutrons that come out of a "first" collision

and distribute them into the energy groups of the diffusion equations

according to their expected energy distribution. The angular distribu-

tion of these removal sources is taken as uniform, which is the inhe-

rent assumption of diffusion theory. A detailed account of the treat-

in ent of cross-section data is given below.

We now proceed to discussing the diffusion theory part. The

energy dependent diffusion equation may be written

, E) - £abs(E)?»(^ E) + ^ ( E ' - E j ^ r , E')dE' +

+ Q(r,E) = 0 . (9)

where the scattering kernel is the same as in the transport equation.

Q(r, E) is the sum of the external sources and "removal" sources.

By integrating eq. (9) over an energy band g with upper and

lower bounds E , and E » respectively, we obtain the multigroup
g- -i g

diffusion equations:

O
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where

E

We now proceed to the definitions of the multigroup constants in eq.

(10) assuming separability of the scalar flux in space and energy

(cf. [4]). We use the operator in eq. (5), now with an assumed shape,

cp, of the neutron flux within the group g. Consequently, the group

constants are defined as follows:

D = -& D(E) (11)
g <7<Pg

(The usual auxiliary assumptions in diffusion theory permit us to shift

the order of D and the A operator in eq. (9) as well as in eq. (10)).

(13)

The loss of neutrons due to real absorption ((n,y), (n, p), (n, oo) -reac

tions etc. ) is obviously given by

5

The general expressions for 2» , are rather complicated. The scat-

tering cross-section £(E-*E') can be divided into an elastic part £ ,

and an inelastic part £. , the latter containing also reactions like

(n, 2n), (n, np), and also fission may be contained in this part. For the

elastic scattering part we obtain the expression

4 <J5>
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where F and f are the 4th L-egendre polynomial and coefficient,

respectively.

%^^i± i (in barns/ster. } (16)

The integration symbol in eq. (15) stands for one of the alternatives:

0, , , , and

-1 > ( E ,} ME )
^ g" ^ v g'

either of the last two being used only when we compute the £> ,

( ' ) can be obtained from

Solving the integral in eq. (15) we make use of the formula

-1

and get

after rearranging the summation, f. = 0 for I = -1 and for 4 > L-.

^ and ju. are the upper and lower limits, given by eq. (17), of the

region of integration in eq. (15).

Our treatment of inelastic scattering is different in the lower

energy (discrete level) region and in the higher energy (overlapping

level) region. The equality in eq. (17) will now take the form (dis-

crete levels):

E _ i 2A / , i / , jr%~r x _e_ -n.-r i. ^ _c_\ (7f)\
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where £ is the inelastic energy loss in the c. m. system. For lower

energy inelastic scattering we write L. = /.^v where k is the index

of a nuclear excitation level corresponding to an energy loss € and

0 < £ < <£_..... For the kth level eq. (15) will now turn into:

<2l>

where the integration region is properly redefined according to eq.
(k)(20). f J ;(E) is defined according to

(in barns/s ter . , f̂  ' = 1 for all k). Available data indicate, however,

that in general inelastic scattering is rather isotropic, and angular

distribution Legendre series can be truncated after few (most often

only one) terms, and therefore an acceptable approximation can be

a rectangular distribution in the interval between c*(E - £) and E - £,

except in the nearest vicinity of the respective levels of the rest nucle-

us, but the contributions from these regions are rather small. In the

higher energy region, where the levels are overlapping, an evapora-

tion model has been applied. We use a formula based on the model

of Newton [5J :

(23)

a. and a_ are the constants in the expressions for the nuclear tempera-

tures of the rest (not the compound) nuclei, £. and &7 are the pairing

corrections and3 finally, B is the (n, 2n) threshold energy. Ail the quan-

tities in eq. (2 3) are given in the laboratory system including B, which

can be obtained from the Q-value as B = Q • (A+ 1)/A. The parameters
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needed in eq. (2 3) were taken from [5] or from measurements, where

possible (e. g. [6] ).

In previous removal-diffusion methods the slowing-down be-

tween diffusion groups was handled according to age theory (cf. [?] ).

This implies that the neutrons may be said to travel down in energy

through each consecutive energy group. For hydrogen, age theory is

an unsatisfactory approximation. For heavy moderating atoms the con-

nection between our method and the older ones may be derived. Assum-

ing the collision density £,(E)cp(E) proportional to l/E, the group ave-

raging operator in eq. (5) becomes after transformation into lethargy,

„ - I», JEou. — Ji i =rE .

7 g _ ^ , f(u)du (24)

where Au = u - u - . I f the groups are- wide enough we can get from

eq. (15) in the case of solely elastic scattering:

- i

1 -oo

The above assumption about the collision density is equivalent to the

assumption of a constant 22(E) = Z within the group and the weight

function <p(E) -^- 1/E. This gives in eq. (25):

£ ,

The solutions of these integrals are given as JLegendre functions of the

second kind (see e. g. [8] )

1

-co
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Inserting (27) and (26) gives

- O

•which can be expressed as a series expansion in terms of the inverted

atomic weight number y = ~r~:

£ - - ^ - - 1 - J i + ° L _ i o g ( x , - 2 f , y ( l - ~ Y 2 - • • ) +
g - * g + ! A u ] 1 - 0 6 & . l ' v 5 ' '

4 - 2 / , Z Z % l o r 3 , I
+ j f 2 Y ^ - ? Y - • • ) - i s f

3 y + • • • [ -

Starting from age theory^ equation (28a) would read (cf. [9] )

(29)
In oo

It is evident that the two expressions (28b) and (29) are equal when

Y~*-0, i, e. for infinitely heavy moderators.

A system of computer programs, based on the method described

above, has been developed for the Ferranti Mercury Computer. Trans-

lation to the FORTRAN language is in progress and it is anticipated that

an IBM 70 90 version will be available in the near future.

The first program in the system. NECO, provides cross-section

data which are manufactured by the operations discussed above. The

raw data of measured and theoretically predicted cross-sections are filed

in a comprehensive library, stored in the computer during the calcula-

tion. The removal soxirce calculation is carried out by the programs

REFUSE or REBOX that work in one-dimensional plane geometry and

rectangular box geometry, respectively. The diffusion theory program

is called NEDI and works in one-dimensional plane, spherical, or cylind-

rical geometries, respectively. The running time for a complete shield

is of the order of 3 - 3, 5 hours on the Ferranti Mercury which corre-
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sponds to less than 15 minutes on the IBM 7090. This includes the

preparation of parameters with NECO. The parameters can be reused.,

however, in which case the computation time is reduced by about 50

per cent. A thorough description of these programs is given in [io].

3. Applications

As was mentioned above, test runs were performed on a large

variety of problems to investigate the existence of a fitting value of

the parameter u, [l l] . The common trend of this analysis was that

the value of u- did not affect the shape of the neutron spectrum but

that the absolute magnitudes increased with decreasing values of fj. .

This tendency was not unexpected. In figs. 1 and 2 we show the re-

sult of comparing thermal flux calculations with experimental data.

The measurements were performed at the R2-0 reactor at Studsvik,

Sweden, and the two geometries presented here were taken from a

comprehensive study, comparing our theoretical results with measu-

rements [12, 13, 14]. In fig. 1 the attenuating medium is water and

in fig. Z magnetite concrete. In both cases, calculations were per-

formed with u, =0,5, 0.6, and 0.7, respectively. As seen, the

value u = 0. 6 gives the best'fits, but the other values give results

that do not depart by more than a factor of two from the best fit even

after penetrations of 180 cm in water and 140 cm in magnetite con-

crete, respectively. The underestimate of the predictions near the

core is due to the difficulties in the interpretation of the geometry [ iz].

It is interesting to note that the thermal fluxes for different values of

ft-o c o i n c i d e a t small distances from the core. This fact indicates that

the removal source does not contribute to the source term in the ther-

mal group diffusion equation near the core. In water, the critical pe-

netration distance seems to be about 60 cm, This observation is con-

sistent with the well-known fact that diffusion theory works rather well

when applied to thermal reactor critical! ty problems.

In fig. 3 we show the results of a comparison of theory and ex-

periment in a laminated geometry of iron and heavy water [13] . The

quantities compared are the mean epithermal flux per unit lethargy
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(0. 1 eV - 100 eV) and sulfur activation, respectively. The value of u.

was 0. 6.

In fig. 4 we show the result of a calculation of the neutron

spectrum made by our method in the water geometry of fig. 1 at a

point 120 cm from the core face. A Moments Method [.15] calculation

for the corresponding water penetration in point source geometry is

shown for comparison and the agreement is excellent, u- was set

equal to 0. 6.

Fig. 5 shows a spectrum in the concrete geometry of fig. Z,

calculated at 30 cm concrete penetration. Our results {u, = 0. 6) are

compared with a NIOBE (Numerical Integration of the Boltzmann Equa-

tion [l6j ) calculation in the same geometry and with the same cross-

- section data. {The computer time needed for a NIOBE run is about

10 - Z0 times longer than for our method. ) The agreement is very

good above 1 keV, but the NIOBE spectrum has a stronger slope than

l/E at lower energies. Our results have a l/E shape which is more

like one would expect. The discrepancy may be ascribed to a known

interpolation difficulty in the NIOBE program.

Lately it was reported [l l] that values of /I =0» 60 for A > 1 and

n - 0. 45 for hydrogen give a still better fit to experimental data.

4. Conclusions

The method presented here for treating the penetration and

slowing-down of neutrons in radiation shields gives good results over

the whole energy range from 18 MeV and downwards. The fact that it

was possible to adjust the parameter involved so that the results agree

with experimental data justifies the assumptions made.
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Fig. 1. Calculations and measurements of the thermal flux in the water

pool of the R2-0 reactor. The three curves represent values of

yu. =0.5, 0.6, and 0.7, respectively. The underestimate of the

predictions near the core is due to an inconsistency in the inter-

pretation of the geometry.
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Fig. 2. Calculations and measurements of the thermal flux in a shield-

ing experiment performed at the R2-0 reactor. The low experi-

mental values in the air gaps may be due to transverse neutron

leakage. The three curves represent values of u. = 0. 5, 0. 6,

and 0. 7, respectively. The underestimate of the predictions

near the core is due to an inconsistency in the interpretation

of the geometry.
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Fig. 4. Neutron flux spectrum at 120 cm in the geometry of fig. 1. Our

theoretical prediction (histogram) is compared to a Moments

Method calculation (curve) in point (fission) source geometry,

normalized to the correct neutron source strength and water

penetration distance, u. ~ 0. 6.
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lation (curve). The deviation at lower energies may be due to

an insufficiency in the NIOBE program causing incorrect treat-

ment of the thin aluminum and plastic regions. Experience

favors our l/E dependence for energies < 10 keV, u. - 0. 6.
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